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Nomenclature and Values of Parameters
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temperature of coolant at height z

temperature of fuel at height z

axial relative neutron distribution
velocity of coolant

time-dependent inlet temperature

average coolant temperatures over the core

average fuel temperatures over the core

feedback reactivity coefficients related to coolant

feedback reactivity coefficients related to fuel

constant reactivity

fluctuations of reactivity

effective fraction of delayed neutrons

coolant time constant
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global weight of noise field

local weight of noise field

ex-core detector coefficient

in-core detector coefficient

stepsize'
axial length of channel
length of an axial segment
number of axial segments
time-dependent reactivity without fluctuations

neutron level
Courant number for Watanabe's method



Abstract
/v

A new, simulation technique is introduced to study noise propagation in nuclear power
plants. Noise processes are considered as time functions and the dynamic behaviour of
the reactor core is modelled by ordinary and partial differential equations. The equations
are solved by numerical methods and the results (time series) are considered as virtual
measurements. The auto power spectral density and the cross power spectral density of
these time series are calculated by traditional techniques. The spectrum obtained is
compared with the analytical solution to validate the new simulation approach. After
validation, the simulator is expanded to investigate some physical phenomena which are
unmanageable by analytical calculations. In this paper Jpropagating^disturbances are
studied and the effect of non-flat flux shape on phase curves is demonstrated. Numerical
problems also are briefly discussed.

Kivonat

Egy uj, szimulacios technikat mutatunk" be, melynek segitsegevel zajfolyamatok
vizsgalhatok nuklearis reaktorokban. A zajfolyamatokat mint kozonseges
idofuggvenyeket vesziik figyelmbe, a reaktorok dinamikajat pedig kozib'nseges es parcialis
differencialegyenletekkel modellezuk. Az egyenleteket numerikus modszerekkel oldjuk
meg es a kapott eredmenyeket (id5sorokat) mint a valodi mer^seket dolgozzuk fel. Ezen.
idSsorok APSD-it es CPSD-it hagyomanyos modszerekkel hatarozzuk meg. A
megszerzett spektrumokat es a szarmaztatott mennyisegeket (fazist, koherenciat) az
egyenletek analitikus megoldasaival vetjiik ossze^ igy ellenSrizve a szimulacios kozelites
helyesseget. Az ellenorzes utan a szimulator alkalmas arra, hogy olyan fizikai
jelensegeket vizsgaljunk segitsegevel, amelyek analitikus uton nem vagy csak nagy
nehezsegek aran kezelhetQk. Ezen jelensegek kozul a terjed5 perturbaciokat
tanulmanyozzuk, bemutatva egy valosagos axialis teljesitmeny eloszlas fazisgo'rbekre
gyakorolt hatasat. Roviden targyaljuk azokat a numerikus problemakat is amelyek a
szigoni pontossagi kovetehnenyeknek koszonhetoen a felszinre keriiltek.



/. Introduction

In the last few decades a number of fields of reactor diagnostics such as core barrel
motion, linear phase shape between neutron (and other) detectors and the pressure waves
in primary loops have been investigated [for reviews, see Kosaly, 1980, Thie, 1981].
Because they have well delimited, dominant frequency regions, these fields were usually
studied independently. Several models were developed to study the above mentioned
physical phenomena and the experiments were interpreted by using analytical
calculations. These models were modified and gradually tuned following certain physical
considerations and the new models were validated again analytically or compared with
real measurements. Unfortunately a complex model is often not verifiable analytically.
Our eventual aim is to develop a tool that offers the possibility of testing physical theories
by numerical computation. A tool of this nature is a simulator or to be more precise a
'noise simulator', which can simulate the most important physical phenomena from the
point of view of noise propagation. The results in this paper were obtained using the first
prototype of such a simulator. This approach based on 'pure' numerical computation is
introduced to investigate disturbances propagating in nuclear power plants (NPPs). The
noise sources are modelled by random number generaxors, the equations of the model that
is used are solved in the time domain by numerical methods, and the results are processed
by traditional techniques with Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) and power spectral
density (PSD) estimators, similarly to real measurements. Using this technique,
investigation of complex systems and noise fields becomes possible.
Section II introduces the simple model system, which has been studied by a number of
researchers analytically. Here we also give the axial positions of the detectors; these data
play a significant role in the subsequent calculations. We briefly introduce the difficulties
in using numerical methods to simulate noise processes in Section III. In Section IV we
present our first experiments in which the well known linear phase shapes are studied by
a noise simulator. Validation of the numerical methods and of the parameters are also
presented in this section, comparing analytical results with numerical ones. The process
of validation is presented using a flat flux profile because analytical results, for the flat
shape are known. Although there is considerable similarity between the analytical and
simulation solutions, some differences indicate the need to analyse the results in detail.
This is also done in Section IV in which we try to find a way to explain these differences.
After validation, we can use the simulator to obtain new results. Contrary to earlier
analytical calculations where only symmetrical flux distribution was modelled, by this
technique the role of the actual flux shape can also be considered. In Section V, non-flat
(real) axial flux distribution is studied.
Our future plans include extending the scope of simulation.



//. Simple Core Model for Studying Propagation of Disturbances

Disturbances that propagate axially in NPPs have been extensively studied. A simple
model was studied by several authors [see for example Kosaly et. al. 1977, Katona et al.
1982, Valko 1992]. The analytical solution of this model was compared with real
measurements. Although when solving the equations of this model relatively good
agreement was found with the measurements, some small differences indicate the need
for further investigations.
The model consists of two well-separated parts, viz. neutron kinetics and
thermohydraulics. The neutron kinetics is considered by the following point model:

n{co) = G0(co)Sp(a>)

where

(1)

It was proved by applying two-group diffusion theory (and neglecting the feedback
effects) that the neutron field obeys point kinetics in the so-called 'plateau-frequency
region' (0.16Hz-16Hz) for highly enriched small cores [Kosaly, 1980]. Throughout this
paper we assume that the point model is adequate for neutron kinetics.

Thermohydraulic processes are calculated applying a simple line kinetics model:

= Tc (t,z) - Tf (t,z) + <D(z)fi(O

The reactivity is calculated considering the temperature feedbacks as being their weighted
axial terriperature averages. The weights are the feedback coefficients (or reactivity
coefficient of fuel and coolant correspondingly)

Although several noise sources may be considered in this model, here we are concerned
solely with the effect of the reactivity and the inlet temperature fluctuations on



measurable neutron and temperature fluctuations. Both appear in the equations in the
form of an additional term:

(4)

Simple expressions are used to simulate the detectors and the transducers. Here, the so-
called global-local [Kosaly et al., 1977] part of the noise field is considered by weighting
constants (5):

zk=kZll

(5)

The axial positions of the in-core neutron detectors are shown in Fig. 1 with an
approximated real axial flux distribution. Similar distribution is observable in usual NPPs
and it plays the leading role in Section V.
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Figure 1
Axial positions of the detectors and the axial flux distribution.



///. Numerical Problems in the Frequency Domain

The equations of the model (1-4) are solved in the time domain by numerical methods,
consequently the solution is an approximation.
Two problems encountered during the numerical solution are:

• the functions of the equations are noise processes and
• the solutions will be used in the frequency domain.

Why do these facts make the solution difficult ?
When a differential equation has a white noise function or coefficient, one must not
consider this equation as an ordinary differential equation (ODE) but one should handle it
like a stochastic differential equation (SDE) [Kloeden et al., 1994]. SDEs rely on a
special mathematical background and on numerical solution methods. However, when a
noise process is band-limited, one can consider the process as a given representation of a
random process. In such a case the equations remain ODEs and traditional numerical
methods are applicable. In the simulator we use band-limited noise sources and the
equations are handled as deterministic equations.
Unfortunately, when one solves an ODE or a partial differential equation (PDE) the
solution is not free of error. The error comes from the numerical approximation. The
truncation error is due to the mathematical approach and the round-off error is caused by
limited number representation of digital computers. These errors can accumulate and
cause serious differences between the real and the computed solution. However, these
errors are usually estimable and controllable in the time domain but not in the frequency
domain. How do errors appear in the frequency domain? Maybe it has some well-
definable frequency components, which falsify the results in the frequency domain,
A simple demonstration of such occurrences is presented here following Hamming
[Hamming, 1962]:

Let us assume that/(f) = e'°* is a continuous function which is considered in the k-th time

instant fk=e' . Obviously -=^- = icoe . Changing the differential operator by the
dt

finite difference operator, one can obtain
f, _ fk*\ ~ fk-\ _ _/«* e"** *

%5 I CUts ^

2/z 2h oh

Thus, any frequency component is always underestimated except at 0 (DC) frequency in
this approach. This example is a real problem, because finite difference techniques are
often used to solve PDEs. Similarly, we point out that the numerical methods based on
Taylor series (single step methods) or polynomial approach (multi step methods) can
cause a serious error in the frequency domain depending on the step size and the
parameters of the ODE [Hazi et al. (12,13,14), 1997].

A simpler form of coolant kinetics equation is the so-called advection equation without a
source term



8u du lc,
— = -v— • (6)
Ct OK

This problem may also be known as a convection equation, a flux-conservative initial
value problem or a first-order linear hyperbolic equation. Obviously, the solution of (6) is
u(x — vt). Despite being a classical problem in numerical computation, its solution
remains a challenge to the experts because of a couple of properties (e.g. positivity,
conservativity). Usage of the finite difference schemes usually yields numerical
dissipation (from another physical viewpoint: viscosity and diffusion) and numerical
dispersion [Book 1981]. It means that a wave, which should travel without any
deformation along the axial axes (according to the analytical solution), will disintegrate
due to the numerical dispersion (phase error), and its amplitude will decrease due to the
numerical dissipation (amplitude error). Of course these side-effects are not acceptable in
our approach because we need exact phase and amplitude information. Fortunately, there
is a numerical method which can solve this equation without dissipation and dispersion,
namely Watanabe's method [Watanabe, 1987]. This method is easily implementable. We
tested it most carefully before using, especially from the aspect of numerical dispersion
and dissipation. However, some brief notes can help to avoid unexpected difficulties.
First of all, particular attention needs to be paid to the start of this method and the author's
instructions should be strictly followed (though he gave no explanation why only his
form of starting yields a good solution). In Watanabe's article some contradiction can be
found regarding stability. Now, we should make it absolutely clear that the method is
stable only when we satisfy the predetermined Courant condition, which means that the
Courant number is not less than 1. Unfortunately, we often experienced numerical
underflow when we wanted to use more than 1000 space segments; this seems to be the
limit of the method.

The fuel kinetics equation is solved by a semidiscretized numerical scheme. Here, no
special consideration is necessary because the requirements of Watanabe's method are
stricter than those of the semidiscretized scheme, therefore the required segment length
and step size are determined for Watanabe's method.
The noise sources were modelled by linear congruential random generators, which
provide uniform distributed random numbers, in other words white noise in the frequency
domain. We have mentioned that we wish to work with colour noise not with white noise.
Thus the differential equations are ODEs or PDEs (not SDEs), so we have to filter the
noise with a low-pass filter. We applied an 8th order elliptical low-pass filter with 1 OHz
cut-off frequency and O.ldB of ripple in the pass-band and stop-band 60dB down.
Because sometimes we need two noise sources at the same time, some correlation tests
were accomplished between generators to avoid undesirable correlation between
independent noise sources.
Finally, the time series obtained were weighted by a 256 point Harming window and then
the spectra were calculated by 50% overlapped averages.



IV. Analytical Results and Model Validation

For model validation we first have to deal with the numerical methods and their
parameters. In that it seems to be a straightforward way we compare the numerical and
the analytical results with each other.
The validation procedure is shown in Fig. 2.

Spectrum of Assumed
Distribution of Noise

Analytical
Calculations

Calculated
APSO
Phase

Coherence

Method Selection,
Parameters

of Numerical
Methods

Validation of
Numerical Methods

and Parameters

Rializition of
Assumed Distribution

of Nois«
by Random Number

Generators

Simulator
(Numerical

Calculations)

Processing of
Time Series

Calculated
APSD
Phase

Coherence

Figure 2
The process of validation. The numerical results are compared with the analytical
solutions. The parameters are tuned until an acceptable resemblance is reached. After
validating, real measurements are used to tune the physical parameters. This paper
concentrates only on the validation of the numerical methods and parameters and does
not consider the parameter validation; in other words, the upper frame in the figure is
discussed.
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Without going into formal proofs we give the analytical results based on calculations
[Por, 1981, Hoon, 1993].
Detector signals are defined by (5) where the power is calculated from (7)

P(a>) = Gv(a>) bSp(to) + [[/i/G/(fi>) + Mc]Y{o,H)8Tin(co)tt (7)

the coolant temperature is obtained from (8)

Tc(co,z) = STin
VTC

(8)

+5p(co) - 2 - Gf (co)zY(co,z)Gy (to)

where the following transfer functions are applied:

1
f l + icotj-

. GZ

_iaz s i n —

Y[e>,z) = e~»-^-, * (9)

2v

yr.J .]:<o) + Mc)-^-Gf(co\\-Y(co,H)]-McGf(co)q
Lr0 I COT'c

Two independent noise sources (reactivity and inlet temperature) and their combination
are investigated both analytically and numerically (by the simulator) for three different
global/local ratios. All phase curves are shown in App. II, which is divided into three
parts based on the combination of noise sources.

The curves in App. II were produced by applying an atan(...) function instead of an
arg(...) function (this function corresponds to the well-known atan2(...) function), which
considers the sign of the real and the imaginary part of the CPSD. The reason why we
applied the atan(...) function was clarified by Valko [Valko, 1992]. He drew attention to
the arg(...) function that can produce undesirable 180 degree phase jumps in the phase
curves. This effect is shown in Fig. 3.
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Figure 3
The phase between the ex-core and the in-core detectors is shown applying two different
phase functions. The phase on the left was obtained by applying an arg(...) function. Here
180 degree phase jumps are noticeable due to the undesirable effect of the arg(...)
function. On the right hand side the phase was calculated by using a simple atan(...)
function. This phase is free of phase jumps and the phase is very close to the analytical
result.

The phase jumps coming from the arg(...) function are easily explainable for sink
functions. Let us investigate a simple transfer function, which changes the sign of the
real part of the transfer function at all sink frequencies:

CO

Phase

3100

I

0 5 10

Frequency [Hz]

Usage of atan2
Usage of arctg

Figure 4
Phase shift of sin(x)/x function using atan(...) and arg(...) functions. The arg(...) function
causes 180 degree phase jumps at sinkfrequecies.

The arg(...) function is sensitive to sign changing and it produces 180 degree phase jumps
here. Thus, although the atan(...) function does not consider the sign of the real and
imaginary part we apply this instead of the other because we wish to concentrate on the
differences due to the simulation.
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Let us now consider reactivity noise only. If one looks at the analytical and the numerical
results a strong similarity is observable. However, some small differences indicate that
the phase curve in Fig. 5 be viewed painstakingly whereupon some minor differences at
2, 4, 6, 8Hz may be realized.
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Figure 5
APSDs, coherence and phase functions are shown for thermocouple and ex-core
detectors. The global-local ratio was 10. Although a good agreement can be found, some
details indicate that the investigations be continued.

Some small peaks (at 2, 4, 8Hz) arid, a large peak (at 6Hz) appear in the curve, that do not
exist in the case of analytical calculations. These peaks appear precisely at the sink
frequencies, where the coherence function also has deep sinks. Because the calculation
resulted from only one noise source, the coherence function should be equal to one for all
frequency components except if there is another noise source.

Similar problems appear for other detector combinations. Spectra from two in-core
detectors at different axial positions are considered and shown in Fig. 6.
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Figure 6
APSDs, coherence and phase Junctions are shown for two in-core detectors.. The
coherence function decreases in the frequency region 2-6Hz, and there are some
deviations in the phase curve also. The local-global ratio is equal to 100.

There are some deviations from the analytical solution in the frequency region of 2-6Hz
in the simulation results. Since the phases were obtained from the power spectra
estimations, we should first be convinced that the estimations are accurate. The coherence
functions provide a direct indication of the error of the estimation. If the coherence
function has low values in a given frequency region, the phase curves cannot be good,
because it means that the estimation has a large statistical error. Thus the question arises:
What is the reason for the decrease of the coherence at the sink frequencies ? We shall
consider this deviation in App. I.
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V. Effect of Non-Flat Flux Shape on the Phase Curves

On the basis of our original aim we investigated the effect of a realistic flux shape on the
phase function estimation using the simulation technique. We would again mention that
this is not estimatable by using analytical expressions. In App. II of this report, phase
pictures are given for several different combinations, and differently placed neutron and
temperature detectors. Here we draw attention to some well selected cases only.

a. Single reactivity noise source

In some cases (like ex-core - in-core combinations, see Fig. 7; and thermocouple cases,
see App. II) one can see (Fig. 7) that a realistic flux shape leads to larger local effect. This
is well understandable in spite of the fact that the local-global ratio was kept to its earlier
value because the integral of the flux weighted global part became smaller (the entire
proof and the interpretation of this integral is given for instance in [Por, 1981]).

Ex-core - In-core 5 1=10 g=l

t
0 2 . - 4 6 8 10

Frequency [Hz]

—" Simulated (flat)
~" Simulated (real)
— Analytical (flat)

Figure 7
Phase between ex-core and in-core 5 detectors.

In the case of in-core - in-core combinations the deviance from the single global and local
concept is large: between 2 and 4Hz even in the flat flux case (see Fig. 8). Realistic flux
leads to even more complicated structure in that frequency region. Our conclusion was
that only the low frequency range can be used for simple velocity parameter estimation.
However, this simulation can explain several strange phases observed earlier in certain
measurements [Por et. al. 1997].
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Phase between in-core 3 and in-core 5 detectors.

b. Single inlet temperature noise source

Figure 9 proves that a more realistic flux shape leads to a substantial change in the slope
of the phase function. This is a very important conclusion since it means that a velocity
estimation based on a model with a simple flat flux approximation can mislead us and can
cause a biased estimation of the velocity.
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Figure 9
Phase between in-core 5 and thermocouple detectors.

c. Combined noise sources

Unfortunately the two conclusions above are not valid in every case. When we applied a
combined input noise source we got a contradictory result. In Fig. 10/a the phase between
an in-core neutron detector and thermocouple is shown for a single reactivity noise
source. This phase coincides with the results of Section V.a. In Fig. 10/b the phase
estimation for the same detector combination is shown for a single inlet temperature noise
source. This phase also coincides with the results of Section V.b. Figure 10/c shows the

16



combined noise sources effect on phase. Here, the effect of realistic flux shape is
negligible, we cannot observe the combination of the above mentioned effects. In view of
this, further investigations are planned.
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Figure 10
Phase between in-core 5 and thermocouple detectors for single reactivity noise (10/a),
for single inlet temperature noise (10/b), and for combinations of both noise sources
(We).
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VI. Conclusions and Future Plans

We have completed the development of the first prototype of a noise simulator. Our
initial results show that the application of a simulator of this kind will help towards
understanding more details of real measurements. The effect of a realistic flux shape on
phase curves was briefly introduced. Some conclusions related to this field were
mentioned in the previous section. Our results indicate the need to continue the
investigations by running the simulator with variable physical parameters and flux
shapes. We intend to carry out more simulations using the same programming package
but with different flux shapes and different reactor parameters, we shall mainly vary the
velocity and the local-global ratio with the aim of producing a training set which could be
used for training neural networks.
It is, however, emphasized that the development of models should be continued. It would
appear that a more sophisticated model (3-dimensional diffusion model with 3-
dimensional thermohydraulic model) might well lead to several worthwhile results.
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Appendix I

Strangeness of Coherence and Phase Functions

First of all one has to consider that the roundoff error of numerical methods corresponds
to an inevitable noise source. Let us analyse this situation.
One can obtain the measured (or numerically computed) signals based on correlation (5)
for different types of detectors:

where the transfer functions are the following:

18



H,c

(11)

f (aj>)HY{a, H)GV {co)

-
X(co)

H2(co)
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V2(ca)

Figure 11.
One input and two output system with additive coherent noise members in the outputs.

The coherence between two detectors is equal to one in linear systems if there is only one
noise source in the system.

7 a

CPSDYiY2(co)CPSDYiY2(6>)' jH APSD2
x{co)

APSDYx(co)APSDh(co) APSD2
x(a>)

(12)

Although our system was a linear one and we studied the system using only one
excitation source, the coherence functions were far from the theoretical hopes. This
behaviour is due to the following transfer function,

Y(a>,z) =

. caz
ia« s i n —

~2v 2V

ox
2v

(13)
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which is quite different from the usual fractional rational functions. Appearance of a
transcendent transfer function leads to an input-output relation where the input signal has
limited energy whereas the output signal has none at the defined frequencies.

AJCTZV

Aknv

Let us look at Fig. 11., where y{ (t),y2(t) correspond to signals of any detector type, x(t)
is considered as any input noise, and Hl (co), H2 (co) are transfer functions related to any
corresponding output signal to be measured. We shall consider additive white noise
sources for each detector signal because the numerical results surely have roundoff errors.
The output signals are the superposition of the noise and the signal terms.

Taking into account that X(co) is independent of Vi(co),V2(co) and that both output noise
sources are correlated one can obtain the cross-spectral density between the detectors

CPSDYJi (co) = Hx (co)H'2 (CO)APSDX (CO) + CPSDY^ (a>) (16)

The auto-spectral densities are easily obtained for each detector based on the following
relations

APSDYi (co) = \HX (co)\2
 APSDX (CO) + APSDyi (co)

APSDYi (co) = \H2 (a>)\2 APSDX (co) + APSDyi (co)

Considering correlated output noises due to the roundoff of numerical computation the
coherence function (18) may be far from the real one

(18)

CPSD y(co)CPSD (co)'
Y (co) = — — =

APSDr[(a))APSDY2(co)

(co)H'2 (co)APSDx (co) + CPSDy^ ( # ) ) ( / / , (co)H'2 (co)APSDx (co) + CPSD^ (co))'

, (cof APSDX (co) + APSD,t (co)j\H2 (cotf APSDX (co) + APSDyi (co))
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The most interesting case is when one of the studied detectors is the thermocouple. Here,
in an analytical case, the cross-spectral density and the auto-spectral density become zero
at o)TCs = Ak7tvjH frequencies due to the sink function in (11), because here

HK{a>TCs) = Q (19)

and the coherence function (16) will be calculated from the 0/0 ratio.
In the numerical case the coherence function between a thermocouple and any other
detector comes from (18), which one can simplify to (20) based on (19) at sink
frequencies

(20)
APSDrx(fi>ra)pa| APSDx(coTa) + APSDVi(<yrQ)J

Here the. coherence depends on the input signal power, the power of the output noises,
and the correlation between output signals. Needless to say that taking account of
uncorrelated roundoff errors the numerator of (20) becomes zero

in other words, in this case the coherence is also equal to zero.
The effect of sink structure on the coherence function is less for ex-core - in-core and in-
core - in-core detector combinations than thermocouples because these signals have
finite energy for each component due to the power term. Thus the coherence value is
higher at sink frequencies for the combination of such kind of detectors than the
combination of thermocouple and any other kind of detector.

Appendix II

This appendix contains the phase curves obtained

• for reactivity noise,
• for inlet temperature noise,
• and for combinations of reactivity and inlet temperature noise.

All figures have three curves in accordance with the flat flux analytical formula (5), with
the simulated series with flat flux shape, and with the simulated time series with realistic
flux shape.
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Phase Curves for Reactivity Noise
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Phase Curves for Inlet Temperature Noise
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Phase Curves for Combinations of Reactivity and Inlet Temperature Noise
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